


Nurturing dreams, enlightening minds. 
No matter how big your child’s dreams are, we at Ramagya School strongly 
believe in nurturing them and making them into a reality. After all, every child 
is unique and deserves the opportunity to learn in ways that make the most of 
their strengths and help them overcome their weaknesses.
Our new-age classrooms, ultramodern labs and computer facilities and a    
special emphasis on striking the right balance between academics and 
extra-curricular activities make us an ideal institution to ensure your child’s 
dream soar high with pride.



Wisdom bites from dreamers and doers

Chairman's Message

This in a nutshell summarizes the journey of Ramagya School from its modest beginning 
about quindecennial years (15 years) ago to its present state.  Every great idea begins 
with a dream but if we have within us the strength, the patience, and the passion to 
reach for the stars to change the world, we can accomplish that task at hand. We 
planned to provide opportunities to young learners where they can have opportunities 
to explore and optimize their potential to be at par with their contemporaries and also 
have that same international feel and standard. This idea led to the establishment of 
nascent academic beginning as we not only dreamt and planned but also believed that 
when we summon the will our dream will surely become inevitable. It required a lot of 
perseverance, passion, stamina, determination, dedication, self-discipline and efforts to 
turn the seedlings of dream into the present reality.

Although the journey of accomplishments has started for Ramagya group of schools but 
it’s merely the beginning. The transition from a singular school to the group of schools 
has become possible only because of team work that was accompanied by hard work 
and integrity of purpose. This single minded effort has helped us in attaining what we 
have set as our vision and mission i.e. providing education with international standards.

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the Principals of the various branches of 
Ramagya, HODs, teachers, parents and community who have overcome all the obstacles 
with an exalted sense of purpose to provide a progressive and holistic education that 
moulds character, enriches mind and imbues a thirst of exploration in the learners. 
Success is thus the result of perfection, hard work, loyalty, persistence, joy of            
achievement and the thrill of creative effort but before we rest on our laurels and glories 
there are miles and miles to go……

You see things; and you say, ‘Why?’ But I dream things that never were; 
and I say, ‘Why not?’  GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

DR. SANJAY GUPTA
CHAIRMAN

RAMAGYA GROUP OF SCHOOLS



Director’s Message

We at Ramagya believe in what - UNICEF believes about education that it should help 
young people develop life-skills as life -skills have potential of transforming lives of the 
learners so our constant endeavour is to hire character and train the consequent skill. 
Education of today has a twin purpose - firstly, it should teach us to make a living and 
secondly, to teach us to live independently. Therefore, learning how to learn is one of 
the most important life- skills and at Ramagya we emphasise that child must be 
taught how to think and not what to think. Such skills will equip our students to have 
a better tomorrow.

We believe that education is not to reform students or amuse them or to make them 
expert technicians but it should widen their horizons, inflame their intellect and 
teach them to think lateral thus making education a lifelong process.

Parental involvement is a part of the mission of our school. Connecting home and 
school makes Ramagya a global educational community making it imperative to tear 
down the wall between parents and school.

Integration of academics with life- skills and opportunities is what we aim for our 
students at Ramagya. Such openings will make our students accomplish their most 
cherished dreams of life and be e�cacious and contented individuals.

I would like to take this opportunity to appreciate the team of academicians, mentors 
and all those who have supported us in building and establishing Ramagya Group as 
one of the premier educational institutes in Noida and NCR. It is said that “the winds 
and waves are always on the side of the alert navigators, so let us prove our mettle to 
make every wind and wave favourable to us.”

“Learn, believe and achieve as a lifelong learner is a
life long winner.”                           MATSHONA DHLIWAYO

MRS. RAJNI GUPTA
DIRECTOR

RAMAGYA GROUP OF SCHOOLS



Ramagya, within a very short span of time has emerged as one of the top 30 schools 
of India and aims to be among the top 10 in the upcoming years. Ramagyans believe 
in providing the best facilities to our students from the best resources available around 
the world. Our collaborations with the best universities of the world has provided an 
international platform for a wide exposure to our students.

Today, we enjoy a track record of unparalleled results. And with the exponentially 
growing demand from students, it’s time for us to move a step closer to them.       
Needless to say, the endeavour to nurture and even further enrich the quality of         
education will be our constant focus. As for the rest, we will have constant changes, 
undoubtedly for the better. 

Education is the basis of the entire civilization and hence it is important that the ones 
who impart education, to be the masters of their domain, where they lead the 
students into. At Ramagya, we follow an uncompromising and unwavering              
commitment at recruiting the finest educators for our students to give them an edge 
in fiercely competitive world.

In order to experience the satisfaction and enjoyment of success in life, a definite goal 
is essential. To prove it attainable, it’s image needs to be honed continually so that it 
stands out vividly in the thoughts for climbing the ladder of success. Organised and 
definitive objective forges up into strong motivation to attain the goal.

Managing Director’s Message
There is only one corner of the universe you can be certain of improving, 
and that’s your own self.

MR. UTKARSH GUPTA
MANAGING DIRECTOR

RAMAGYA GROUP OF SCHOOLS



From the desk of the principal

Dear Parent (s)

Change is not only the Law of Nature but is a must in present scenario to keep us 
abreast with the transformation that is taking place at such a fast pace. As a dynamic 
and progressive educational institution, we provide collaborative, cooperative and 
supportive environment to foster innovation as well as support teaching practices 
which are not only stimulating but also conducive for learning. We also ensure that our 
students grow up into autonomous individuals and lifelong learners with deep rooted 
value system. We believe that education is not only the feeding of facts into the mind 
but also the awakening of curiosity in the soul and that is why our soul endeavour is to 
train the minds to put their thinking caps.

Our motto, “Arise, Awake and Attain” epitomise the spirit of our school. In fact it 
echoes the words of Robert Browning: “Ah, but a man’s reach should exceed his grasp, 
or what’s a heaven for?”

Ramagya School is a fore -runner of the belief that education is for life and envisages an 
education policy which is not only qualitative and futuristic but has global acceptance 
too. We intend our children to move step-by-step with the changes and be at par with 
their contemporaries. Our legacy of strong cultural and moral values, the emphasis on 
core concepts, experiential learning, usage of edifying labs (Language lab,3-D,          
Computer, Science and SST)is the key of our intellectual evolution. This academic         
escalation at Ramagya School speaks volumes of futuristic educational goals and     
strategy for young Ramagyan brigade who will become rational, intellectual and 
enlightened global individuals with universal acceptance. 

It is not the stars that hold our destiny but we ourselves. Our tenacity, our unflinching 
efforts, our unfathomable passion has made Ramagya a Magnet School , where each 
stake holder takes pride to be associated with the fraternity and we will not rest as we 
know there are miles to go……….. 

God bless us all!

“There are only two lasting bequests we can hope to give our children, one of these is roots; the other, wings.”

MS. APARNA MAGEE
PRINCIPAL



The school management is constituted with austere and eminent personalities from the fields of education, 
administrations, corporate research, creative art etc. The school has flourished and set new benchmarks in 
the educational arena under the expert guidance and resourcefulness of our eminent board members 

I, along with other board members, am immensely pleased for the distinctly honoured invigorating, vigorous and 
result oriented policy envisioned by Ramagya School, which is a unique educational institution disseminating 
participatory management for its cherished educational services. The school is translating its name "Ramagya", 
which means 'Permission granted by my soul' genuinely verbatim in reality while elevating the Ramagyans towards 
career and personality development through CBSE rostrum along with getting the international recognition for 
school's services in the field of education.

Ramagya School provides guidance and counselling to students for rejuvenating career opportunities, new        
techniques, products, therapies, professional knowledge, teaching methodology, and provides rich feedback to 
parents during their wards' stay in the school's world-class infrastructure. Here, the students are exposed to 
debates, discussions, workshops, local, regional, national international seminars to have active preparedness for 
strengthening core concepts related to curriculum. We also make the students well versed with current affairs, 
information technology, digital transformation, skill-speed-scale demonstrating capacity, competence, calibre, 
communication and clear understanding for competition. The school aims for high performance by educating the 
students about the global phenomenon with a special conceptual foresight. Students here are empowered to 
build great curriculum vitae with extracurricular engagements for success, sincerity, smile, solace, quality of       
leadership and serenity to stand apart in Life. Our students' attitude and magnitude help them in future to obtain 
altitude and multitude. The golden future is knocking at our doors.... let us grab it with enthusiasm & confidence.

PROF. B.R. BHANDULA
(MANAGEMENT EDUCATIONIST)

GIVE
WINGS TO
COUNTLESS
DREAMS

We as a group aim at providing umpteen opportunities in ample ways.

Advisory Board
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MR. P.K. MISHRA
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FOUNDER
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PROF. B.R. BHANDULA
MANAGEMENT EDUCATIONIST

MR. MANJIT SINGH
PRESIDENT
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Committee Delhi

MR. SOM DUTT DIXIT
SECRETARY GENERAL
World Association of
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MR. DANIEL ZARETSKY
CO-FOUNDER & DIRECTOR

Canada University
Application Center



Ramagya Group, an amalgamation of knowledge and values, main branch located in the 
heart of Noida has within a span of 15 years, emerged as one of the top 5 senior secondary 
schools in Delhi and NCR for academic and co-curricular excellence. Ramagya School is 
well-equipped with the latest in the sphere of education and possesses a world class 
campus which offers an international platform with a perfect blend of technology, modern 
pedagogy, culture and innovation. Besides the main branch in Noida, the school has two 
more well equipped branches in Ghaziabad and Greater Noida. Expanding its horizon, the 
school has now extended its reach to Dadri. Ramagya School, Dadri is world ready to radiate 
the same hallmarks of Ramagya community which are embedded in scholastic and cultural 
gravitas.

A world-class Dream destination.



We make a difference to education so that
education can make a difference to the world.

Vision
Ramagya envisions education beyond the realms of academic excellence with a focus on preparing students to become enlightened, productive, and 
responsible global citizens having sound ethical values, wisdom and leadership skills in an inspiring and nurturing environment.



Mission
Our mission is to create global, educational community of conscientious individuals by using innovative instructional practices to equip our students 
with comprehensive academic intellect, buoyant physical prowess, composite social acceptance and infinitely creative world ready personalities.



Shaping dreams by setting examples

REMARKABLE

ASPIRATION

MOTIVATION

AMBITIOUS

GENIUS

YIELD

ACCOMPLISH



The 4 Core values inculcated and imbibed in the students of Ramagya are-

World Citizenship

CORE VALUES FOR
A RAMAGYAN
Core values are the processes that give young people an initiation into world giving knowledge of the rules needed to function in relation to other 
people and to seek the development in the student to grasp certain underlying principles, together with the ability to apply these rules intelligently 
for being world ready.

We aim to develop Ramagyans as global nationals who are 
flexible creative and proactive and can solve problems, make 
decisions, think critically; communicate ideas effectively to 
become harbingers of change in both thoughts and actions. 
Our pedagogy supports their development as Global Citizens 
and equips them with requisite knowledge, skills and values to 
embrace the opportunities and challenges they encounter, and 
to create the kind of world that they want to live in and whose 
actions contribute to universal acceptance and nurture      
self-respect along with respect for others thus making world a 
small family and a better place to live.



Roots and Wings
The two lasting bequeaths for a Ramagyans are "roots" and "wings". The root is 
our curriculum that provides sustainability, depth of knowledge and ignites 
thought process and gives wings to our young brigade to soar to the zenith of 
creativity, appreciation and freedom. Roots and wings work in unison to "future 
ready" our students to become productive, well-functioning principled and 
happy adults.

Experience and Innovations
Learning process at Ramagya is based on erudition of self-help innovations and real 
time experiences. We believe that thinking plays a vital part and our curriculum 
ensures that children are in thinking mode before the realms of reality, accept 
changes and adapt to inquisitive visualization to expand & integrate core               
competencies for developing in Ramagyans’ scientific temperament at par with 
globally acceptable standards.



Attainments and accolades are the result of tireless striving. We believe that self-goals, communication, steadfastness, beyond books 
and academics are the key to acquisition of attainments and accolades. We identify our students, hone their innate skills so that finest 
out of the best is attained, acknowledged and rewarded.
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Deputy CM 
Dr. Dinesh Sharma 

IT IS A PRIVILEGE TO BE THE LEDERS IN EDUCATION.



Towards
Academic Excellence…

Key
Features

CORE (Curriculum of Ramagya Eminence) - Early Childhood              
Curriculum based on Australian and Finland teaching pedagogy 
Student-centric and adaptive teaching pedagogy based on CBSE              
curriculum

‘No child left behind Policy’ through differential learning with ideal     
teacher student ratio

Enhancing analytically and preparing the students for future              
competitive exam through NSTSE, IMO, NSO, IEO, SOF, ASSET and ACER

Litwits! Reading Program - The school reading program that develops 
linguistic skills through relevant and informative books and digital 
books, teacher support, and community engagement activityto improve 
the        education of students and encourage reading both inside and 
outside of school

Well-qualified, trained, experienced and UCLA certified teachers                   
environmental sensitization through TERI

Pedagogy facilitating flexi and blended learning

REFLECTION CORNER - Regulates actions, reactions and behaviour of 
students to promote social and emotional learning; helps in recalling 
and reinforcing the basic concepts

SPIC MACAY for Development of Creative skills - Dance, Music & Theatre

THINK OF A NUMBER - Abacus and Vedic Maths, enriching the              
retention power.

PBP (Psychological boost program) - Promoting positive mental 
health practices, counselling parent-student-school.

FURTADOS - Quality music education accessible to children making the 
entire learning process fun-filled, joyous and memorable

READ PROGRAM - For language development.

TEJASVAT - Lessons and values of life through listening, speaking and     
reading Sanskrit Suktis and Shlokas



Sports Galore…
Collaboration with the only 4-star rated academy by AIFF in north India, 
Baichung Bhutia Football School to produce exceptionally great football 
players
A sell-defense program by Negis School of Martial Arts, where one can 
learn boxing, kickboxing, karate, Muay Thai & combat fitness training
PILATES - The Pilates studio by Namrata Purohit
KID FIT PROGRAM- For Pre- Primary between the ages of 2.5-8 years by 
Sporty Beans (by Yuvraj Singh)
DECATHLON - The leading sports gear manufacturer whose equipment 
are reasonably priced and durable
SPORTS - Cricket by MS Dhoni Academy, Basketball by NBA Basketball 
School, Bedminton by Prakash Padukone Badminton Acadery, Shooting 
by Shoot Acaderny, Table Tennis by Alight Table Tennis Excellence 
Centre, Skating. Volleyball, Athletics, Swimming, Archery, Gymnastics, 
Handball, Golf, Snooker, Horse Riding, Kick Boxing, Yoga, Aerobics, 
Karate, Lawn Tennis, Squash, Taekwondo, Hockey, Throw ball. Netball, 
Fencing, Chess, Carom, Paddle Tennis, Gym & Pool table by Ramagya 
SportsAcademy
SERVICES - Diet, Fitness & Physiotherapy Programs by Ramagya Sports 
and Fitness

AC  Digital Classrooms

Sprawling Wi-fi campus

2 Multi- purpose 25000 sq. ft.  fully air conditioned & climate    
controlled halls

11 Badminton courts, 2 Squash courts & 2 Basketball courts 
with FIBA, BWF & WSF approved maple wood flooring in                      
collaborations with Prakash Padukone Badminton Acade-
my & NBA Basketball School

Semi Olympic size swimming pool and splash pool

2 lawn tennis clay courts

Shooting Range of International Standard by ShootX 4 
Indoor Auditoriums and one Open Air Theatre with the 
seating capacity of more than 3000 persons

Art Workstation

Dance Studio - The DanceWorx by Ashley Lobo

Football ground designed with 40mm synthetic Astro Turf 
that has the shock-absorbing cushion to prevent blisters & 
scars during the play session

Recording studio with soundproof walls, DAW- digital audio 
workstation, and a studio quality microphone where     
pcoming talent can record their songs and melodies

Carpentry and other skill development work stations

A School of Excellence with
International State of The Art
Infrastructure

SERVICES - Diet, Fitness & Physiotherapy Programs by Ramagya Sports 
and Fitness



Others
School automation for 360 degree feedback by School app for parents 
and students.
Ramagya Foundation - Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR) for hopless 
and needy through programmes undertaken by Unnati Shiksha Kendra 
& Purusharth

•

•

Health & Safety
Well-equipped Infirmary & medical collaborations with Multi-specialty 
hospitals
Health Line - VIVO AND ASHI - Basic life saving training and support 
program
Preparedness & Training in Disaster Management
AC Transport equipped with Vehicle Tracking System, GPS, Speed      
Monitoring System, CCTV cameras, (SMS) alerts for transport updates & 
Lady Security Guards
Extensive monitoring through latest CCTVs (24×7)

Internationalism
Through

The Canadian University Application Centre (CUAC)
The Goethe Institut
University of California, Riverside
International Peace Youth Group (IPYG)
AFS Inter cultural Programme
International Award for Young People (IAYP)
International Global Citizen’s Award ( IGC Award)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Global
Career Counselling

Mindler
The Chopras
Study Overseas

•
•
•



Human beings differ from one another and there is absolutely no reason to teach and assess all 
individuals in the identical way."                      HOWARD GARDNER

At Ramagya, we understand that every child is different and so are their capabilities and intellect levels. Therefore Ramagya School adopts Multiple 
Intelligence learning wherein we provide opportunities for each student to recognize and utilize his/her unique intellect and assess his/her                
competency in intellect through Dermatoglyphics a branch of science which studies the patterns of skin (dermal) ridges present on the fingers, toes 
and the soles of human. It reveals the congenital links between our fingers and our intrinsic qualities and talents. Thus dermatoglyphics are able to 
identify the presence and magnitudes of these multiple intelligence at the early stages of childhood development. Equipped with this invaluable    
information our children are taught through Visual Auditory & Kinesthetic methods that are differential learning catering to all level of learners but 
using different methods for acquiring learning attainments.

The visual learning style comprises the use 
of seen or observed things, which consist of 
images, diagrams, demonstrations, displays, 
placards, movies, flip-charts and the rest. 
Visual learners remember what is written 
even if it is not read for more than once as 
such they Learn things easily by just     
watching them.

Incorporating Multiple Intelligence @ Everyday Classrooms

VISION
Auditory learning involves the transfer of 
information by way of listening. Children are 
often seen responding well to speeches, 
sounds and noises. To enable their holistic 
development, various auditory activities, 
such as brain -storming, buzz groups or 
jeopardy is conducted in day -to- day     
learning.

AUDITORY
Kinesthetics is a learning style which 
involves the stimulation of nerves in the 
body's muscles, joints and tendons. lt entails 
learning by adopting such strategies that 
include physical experience for example 
touching, feeling, performing, learning by 
doing, exercising practical hands-on           
activities and much more.

KINESTHETIC



At Ramagya Abacus for grades KG to V and Vedic 
Mathematics from Middle to Secondary level is man-
datory. In collaboration with AVAS one of the 
renowned organizations, Ramagya has interwoven the 
same in its curriculum.

The students of Ramagya know how to tackle a        
particular complication by logical application of mind 
and breaks complex problem into simpler and       
manageable parts only because of sharpening of 
mind achieved through rigorous Abacus practice          
sessions. The focus of these Abacus and Vedic       
Mathematics session is to develop mathematical      
aptitude of a child, assist in strengthening quick and 
accurate calculation skills, enriches a child's attention 
power of retention and concentration.

The School aims at the holistic development of a 
child's brain through Abacus and Vedic Mathematics 
along with the development of multidimensional 
thinking thereby cultivating intelligent guesstimation 
and innovations of idea in the Ramagyans.

DEVELOPING ANALYTICAL
THINKING SKILLS THROUGH
ABACUS AND VEDIC MATH



Ramagya School truly understands that in order to excel in this smart age, 
students need smart learning. This is the reason why the school brings to its 
students, a stimulating environment with computer aided teaching through 
interactive SMART Classes. With the use of plasma screens and digital resources 
like animation, multimedia, diagrams, maps, displays, and prototypes, teachers 
assess and evaluate student's learning capabilities and interests thus ensuring 
holistic development of the students. All classrooms are connected via             
networking to the Resource centre, the server with the large repository of digital 
content is mapped into the curriculum. With the introduction of digital             
revolution into the classrooms, Ramagya provides the right platform with the 
provision of digital tools and facilities that pave way for interactive self-paced 
learning that ascertains effective teaching - learning process by leaving an   
indelible mark on the learners’ comprehension of concept.

Technology enablers always make teaching- learning a joyful experience so we have 
installed software from 'Extramarks'. The modules of this learning solution are             
delivered through robust technology and employ game - based, thematic learning 
approach for junior learners and hierarchical, layered and adaptive approach for 
senior Learners. The special features of Extramarks such as Adaptive learning i.e.     
Modifying learning approach as per learner's requirements, Mentor: i.e. Becoming  a 
'mentor' and supervise your ward's performance scheduler: i.e. planning your            
curriculum and progress: i.e. tracking, monitoring & supervising academic                   
performance of a child go a long way in making learning process easy, effective and 
engaging.

INTERACTIVE
SMART CLASS

Extramarks @ Smart Classes
Ramagya School has incorporated STEM pedagogy in an                     
interdisciplinary and applied approach while preparing education 
policy and curriculum for its students, as STEM aids in proving        
competitiveness in Science and Technology .The four specific          
disciplines in which learning is enhanced for primary and secondary 
students are — Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. 
In addition to subject-specific learning, STEM aims to foster inquiring 
minds, logical reasoning, and collaborative skills.

STEM @ Inquiring Minds



KNOW YOUR BRAIN:
We have often seen schools provide support to children based 
on issues seen at the surface. But no school has any program for 
the parents to help them in their journey of parenting.
‘Know your Brain’ is a unique transformative school program 
that helps students, parents and teachers to have greater       
balance, control and effectiveness in their daily lives to meet the 
demands of the super intelligent and tech-savvy generation.

ATAL
Young mind gets a chance to work with tools and equipment to 
understand the concept of STEM (Science, Technology,              
Engineering and Math)
It contains educational and learning DIY kits and equipment    
on:

      Science and electronics  
      Robotics
      Sensors and 3D printers
      Micro-controller boards

NIIT MATH LAB

To discover mathematics by doing.
Appealing activities for a wide range of students with      
varying proficiency help generating further interest.
The Lab helps students to visualize, manipulate and reason.
The Lab provides an opportunity to make conjectures and
generalize observed patterns.

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM(PDP)

A student centric module on PDP has been innovated by the 
school to train our students, keeping in mind that the program 
is simple to manage, but rich in content and values.

LIFE COACHING PROGRAM(LCP)
Ramagya has introduced LCP that provides the necessary        
education and tools for self-improvement, personal growth and 
professional development, just as a life coach does.



DREAM MORE
LEARN MORE AND
BECOME MORE

DREAM MORE
LEARN MORE AND
BECOME MORE



The school has a state of the art, well ventilated, computerized and 
centrally air conditioned library for the junior wing which is well stocked 
with a wide collection of over 5500 books. 

The collection of books consists of text books, reference books, fiction 
books (English and Hindi), books for competitive exams, General        
Knowledge books, guidance as well as counselling books, biographies, 
encyclopedia, magazines and much more. 

The library provides the students well supervised individual access to a 
variety of resources, books, ready information and study materials.

The learner oriented junior library at Ramagya School can easily
accommodate 50 students at a time.

Junior Library

At Ramagya School, we strongly believe that a library well-endowed with  
numerous articles and books together and with a resource centre can help in the 
creation of a well read and well informed world. A wide array of resources and 
study materials for various genres is accessible for the students at our school, 
helping them to learn in a way that marks the beginning of a better and               
futuristic era. Our resource library is a repository and access point for well            
selected digital content in numerous formats and many other electronic   
resources which can be used for classroom deliveries. New additions are also 
constantly made in order to keep the library and all our inquisitive minds abreast 
of the latest changes.

To inculcate the habit of avid and voracious reading the school has two ever 
expanding libraries for the Junior & Senior level each, and a Resource centre 
catering to the needs of all age groups. Apart from the inputs from the books, the 
students are exposed to a large repository of digital content through E - library 
modules which are mapped to their curriculum.

Our Libraries @ E - Library

The school facilitates spacious and very well stocked open shelf library for 
the senior wing too. 

The library has the capacity to accommodate large number of students at 
a time. Library cum resource centre is designed in such a way that 
students are encouraged to obtain the knowledge they need on a variety 
of subjects. 

The senior library is stocked with more than 6000 books comprising of 
diverse Text Books, Reference Books, Fiction (English, Hindi, Sanskrit, 
French and German), Competitive Exams preparation modules, General 
Knowledge books, Guidance as well as counselling books, Biographies, 
Encyclopedias, Magazines and much more. In addition to this, the 
well-equipped library also stocks a variety of newspapers, journals along 
with computers and with internet connectivity.

Senior Library





DON’T JUST PLAY
THE GAME

WIN IT



Ramagya School believes in providing Sporting events to its students which 
have the international feel and exposure so we have entered into alliance 
with The National Basketball Association (NBA) which is the major men's 
professional basketball league in the world. The purpose of this association is 
to provide the best of the best opportunities and experience to the young 
Ramagyans for not just being at par with their contemporaries but also be 
able to prove their mettle in this international sport.

Keeping in view the amenities provided at the Ramagya School. The          
Bhaichung Bhutia Football School has stepped up to coach the football 
enthusiasts at Ramagya School to levels ahead of the beginning.
The Bhaichung Bhutia Football School has a glorious history to produce 
exceptionally great football player, for the country. Bhaichung Bhutia        
Football Academy is a 4 star rated academy by the AIFF (All India Football 
Federation) under the academy accreditation program and participates in all 
(U13, U15 & U18) AIFF Youth Leagues and is the only 4 stars rated academy 
in north India.

Ramagya School has associated with Shoot X Shooting Academy and is 
always in the process of shortlisting and developing upcoming shooting stars. 
The Academy aims at recognizing potential among young kids and adults 
and helps them in accomplishing their goals by planning and managing 
trainees in a very methodical way. The academy ensures and supports         
participation of the learners in various competitions in India and abroad. 
Through this academy, Ramagya School ensures world-class training with 
the best coaches in the country to train and groom the rookies to achieve 
their potential.



Ramagya School has entered into collaboration with the best dance          
academy of India that is run by noted choreographer Shiamak Davar who 
pioneered the western dance trend in India.  This premier dance academy 
offers several courses in contemporary, western dance. With an aim to 
provide quality dance training and making dance available to all, Shiamak's 
expert faculty gives dance training by offering an opportunity to learn dance, 
express ourselves creatively and perform on stage. A specially designed 
program runs that forms a part of the school’s regular curriculum and     
reaches out to children, empowering them with the power of performing arts 
at the convenience of their school premises. Its objective is to offer every 
student, training and knowledge of fundamentals, styles and techniques. It 
also helps students to de-stress and develop well-rounded personalities.

Cricket is more than a sport in India. Words cannot describe the passion that 
people share for Cricket. Ramagya Sports Academy provides the best cricket 
academy in Noida in collaboration with M.S Dhoni Cricket Academy. We thus 
provide a platform for the budding cricketers to train and practice cricket on 
the grounds of Ramagya. The cricket players are trained in       technical 
aspects of the game, like leadership, strategies, keeping the head right in 
tough times, field-setting and how to tackle certain conventional cricket 
situations. The promising players can practice on cemented and Astroturf 
cricket pitches mastering their cricketing skills.

The popularity of Table Tennis has increased by leaps & bounds over the years. 
Like most sports, table tennis offers great mind-body stimulation, aerobic 
exercise, and social interaction. Some of the many health benefits of table 
tennis include: Improving hand-eye coordination. An intense game of table 
tennis stimulates mental alertness and concentration and develops mental 
acuity. In association with the ‘Alight table-tennis excellence centre’, the 
school offers world-class training for students with no prior experience to 
national medal-winning students. The school has strong infrastructure facility 
with 8 internationally sized tables and guidance from the national level 
coaches.



Indoor Activities

• Boxing

• Badminton

• Basketball

• Chess

• Shooting

• Skating 

• Squash

• Table Tennis

• Athletic

• Takewondo

• Gymnastics

• Pool

• Gym



Badminton Shooting

Basketball Table Tennis

Squash Dance



SYNTHETIC
ASTROTURF

PITCHES



Ramagya School has collaborated with Padukone Sports Management for 
badminton, the brainchild of the Ace international player, Mr. Prakash     
Padukone. Prakash Padukone is idealized as the pioneer of Indian               
badminton. He was ranked World No. 1 in 1980 – the same year he became 
the first Indian to win the All England Badminton Championship.

Ramagya School started an In house ‘Kid Fit Programme’. The programme aims 
to develop and improve fine motor and gross motor skills of Primary wingers. 
Ramagya’s collaboration with Sporty Beans is specifically for sports based play 
programme for primary school children between the ages of 2.5 & 8 years. 
Sporty Beans is an initiative that is supported by Yuvraj Singh, a distinguished 
cricketer who supports the view that children should be exposed to physical 
fitness programmes and games from the tender age to keep them active, 
strong and fit. The programme targets to develop confidence, concentration, 
social interaction, sportsmanship values and many such values in a caring and 
fun filled environment. Various Multi Sports Activities encompassed at Sporty 
Beans are-Soccer, Baseball, Basketball, Volleyball, Golf, Tennis, Cricket, Rugby 
and Hockey.

Martial Arts are aimed to increase cognitive skills, sharpen hand and eye 
coordination, and improve an individual’s sense of balance and direction. A 
sharp mind that grasps quickly and a skilled fighter who reacts quickly to 
physical threats is an unparalleled combination. At Ramagya School, we offer 
top-notch training in Mixed Martial Arts which is managed by Negi’s School 
of Martial Arts. Negi’s School of Martial Arts has over 2 decades of training 
experience. Under Martial Arts, kids, and adults can learn various disciplines 
like Kick-boxing; Tae-Kwon-do; Street fight; Karate; Kung fu; Muay Thai. The 
training is given under the supervision of great masters who have successfully 
organized the ‘Mission Fight back’ Martial Arts campaign and have also been 
awarded by the Government of India for proving their mettle in Martial Arts.



Outdoor Activities

• Swimming

• Lawn Tennis

• Football

• Basketball

• Cricket

• Skating

• Baseball



Swimming Lawn Tennis

Skating Cricket

Baseball Football



DON’T JUST
FOLLOW YOUR PASSION.

LIVE IT



FORGING TIES,
SHAPING DREAMS.

Ramagya School has international collaboration with the globally acclaimed universities and organisations. While playing a very crucial role in promoting the 
international nature of Ramagya School, the collaboration provides for the exchange of students, faculty and the conduct of various seminars, research 
sessions, international guest workshops, assessments and much more. Our students are benefited through these collaborative partnerships, which aim at the 
innate strong points of the two institutions.

In continuous endeavour to improve the quality of education and academic performance of students, Ramagya School has           
partnered with Genius Corner A-CUBE personalized learning programme. Genius Corner follows (AAA) Assess, Analyse, and Act 
methodology to improve academic results by timely identifying the Challenging areas, which need more attention, by providing 
personalized learning. This programme is aligned with our school curriculum and exam schedule in a way that one month before 
every term exam, school will determine exam readiness of each student through Genius Corner modules that helps to  identify the 
areas where students need to focus more.

Providing International Connect At Ramagya



Ramagya School has forged ties with University of California. Riverside (USA) to provide the feel of internationalism and help           
Ramagyan cherish the dream of studying in globally acclaimed University of California. Riverside. This collaboration entitles our 
students to be eligible for admission in International Education Programme at UCR. Besides this various events such as students and 
faculty exchange programme, conduct of seminars, international guest workshops, research sessions, assessments enable our 
students to imbibe and incorporate the finer points of learning programmes abroad.

University of California, Riverside

Our students develop reading skills most e�ciently as the instructions, practices, and assessments are blended and informed by 
data. And for that, Ramagya School has collaborated with Raz-Plus – a comprehensive blended learning platform that includes the 
leveled resources, teaching materials, and student portal to address all your instructional needs. It combines teacher-led whole-class 
and small-group instruction with technology-enabled resources for personalized reading practice. All resources are accessible 
online and available in printable, projectable, and digital formats to strengthen the connection between what is being taught and 
what students independently practice.

Raz-Plus

At Ramagya, we aspire to fulfil the wish of students wanting to study abroad. Our association with Canadian University Application 
Centre provides the much needed platform to Ramagyans as CUAC is Canada's most professional counselling and reference centre 
in India for studying in Canada. It is a consortium of public government funded research universities and colleges. CUAC has the 
right to waive off the mandatory criteria of passing IELTS and TOEFL for the most deserving of the candidates for undergraduate 
courses thus a Ramagyan can study in Canada as CUAC's work is highly respected by both the Canadian government and High 
Commission of Canada in India.

The Canadian University Application Centre (CUAC)

We at Ramagya provide umpteen opportunities to our students by providing them access to national and international platforms 
through our collaboration with Study Overseas Global, one of the largest education consultancies in India offering free counselling 
to students aspiring to study in over 300 educational institutions in the United Kingdom, USA, Canada, Australia, Singapore, New 
Zealand, Switzerland, Dubai, Ireland and Malaysia. Our purpose of entering into collaboration with Study Overseas is due to its offer 
of providing training to students who wish to appear for tests such as IELTS and TOEFL.

Study Overseas



Ramagya is concomitant with Goethe Institut Germany as it is the best known center in the city for German courses. The study of 
German language will open avenues for Ramagyans through Student Exchange programmes. It will also help to widen the 
language adeptness of the students besides German; the other languages in offering are French and Sanskrit.

The Goethe Institut

Ramagya School entered into alliance with AFS Student exchange Programme as it helps in building and developing necessary 21st 
century skills to be a leader with the ability to understand diverse perspectives and communicate effectively through cultures. AFS 
provides opportunities for Ramagyans to be part of inter culture learning programmes and helps in finding resources for global 
competency.

AFS Inter Cultural Programme (USA)

Ramagya is one of the many organisations that have been certified with joint Accreditation system of Australia and New Zealand 
making Ramagya an accredited organisation conforming to assessment by International Accreditation Forum (IAF) and the
Association of Accredited Certification Bodies (AACB). This certification has provided transparency and established processes and 
procedures at par with international levels.

JAS-ANZ-ISO- 9001:2008

Atal Tinkering Labs at Ramagya are the work spaces provided to the students to learn innovative skills and develop ideas. The labs 
are powered to acquaint with state-of-art equipments. The lab activities are designed to spur the spark of creativity, and go beyond 
regular curriculum and text book learning. These labs let the students explore their skills of design and computational thinking, 
adaptive learning and artificial intelligence. The objective of this scheme is to foster curiosity, creativity and imagination in young 
minds. In order to foster inventiveness among students, ATL conducts different activities ranging from regional and national level 
competitions, exhibitions, workshops on problem solving, designing and fabrication of products, lecture series etc. at
periodic intervals.

Atal Tinkering Lab

����
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Living in peace and harmony is one of the tenets of Ramagya. We are the staunch supporters of peaceful co-existence. Our students 
also share the same passion and the ardour of our students motivated us to become a part of International Peace Youth Group. This 
organization echoes our zeal for peaceful co-existence so that we can repay those who have shed their blood in wars, work for 
putting an end to these senseless wars and restore faith in mankind and that's only possible when the youths all across the world 
will unite and Ramagya has joined this initiative of ushering in peace in the world.

International Peace Youth Group

Ramagya School, Noida takes pride in being a part of International School Award Scheme under British Council. The British Council 
offers the International School Award (ISA) as an accreditation framework for schools to record and evaluate their International work 
and embed it into the curriculum and the whole school ethos. This scheme provides recognition for teachers and their schools 
working to instill a global dimension into the learning experience of all children and young people. The ISA supports the schools to 
develop the following: 

An international ethos embedded throughout the school 
A majority of pupils within the school impacted by and involved in international work 
Collaborative curriculum-based work with a number of partner schools 
Curriculum-based work across a range of subjects 
Year round international activity 
Involvement of partner schools and the wider community in the UK International

British Council International School Award

Ramagya School is bestowed with International Global Citizens Award for acknowledging our role in encouraging our students to 
become better global citizens. We also sensitize them how we all are entwined, how our everyday lives affect the environment, 
consequently the lives of others and how our small steps can help making the world a better place.

International Global Citizens Award

Mindler has developed the World’s Most Advanced Career Guidance Platform, making students discover their unique potential 
which helps them make an apt career choice through assessment & activities! It offers services which help our students in career 
assessment, profile building, virtual internships, college roadmap planning, college applications and scholarships. The                    
comprehensive career guidance eco-system is aimed at empowering students to make well-informed career decisions. A             
technology-enabled eco-system for career planning, Mindler leverages technology, research, machine learning and algorithms to 
minimize human bias in the career decision-making process.

Mindler



We at Ramagya believe that choice of a career is the most critical decision for a child so we have allied with The Chopras, who guide 
our students by offering interesting and innovative programs which help them in choosing the best career option based on their 
area of interest. The Chopras is one of the most trusted study abroad consultants in India having its branch in 22 cities.

The Chopras

Ramagya has entered into a collaboration with Lxl Ideas Pvt Ltd for School Cinema to teach Lessons of Life to the students from class 
LKG to Class 10th through Award-winning films and engaging activitiesms.

School Cinema

Benesse believes in making a difference in education through personalised support and ensuring that students learn with               
understanding. It aims to provide support to schools in India through Diagnostic Assessments, Enrichment and Personalised       
Mentorship to students. Under this collaboration, we conduct a series of assessments (Maths, Science, Learning Habits and             
Self-Reflection) and interventions (Practice Tests, Workbooks, Career Awareness and Goal Setting sessions, etc.) for our students this 
year. Benesse helps us identify the unique academic needs, learning styles and career aptitudes of your child, which we can then 
respond to with personalised content, mentorship support and counselling. We expect these interventions to positively influence 
the Board Exam results in the short term and the professional success of a student in the long term.

Benesse

Ramagya School creates umpteen opportunities for its students to reach their dream universities by providing them access to the 
best exam preparation coaching in the world. In this regard, Ramagya School has partnered with PRINCETON REVIEW – World’s 
leading test preparation Institute for SAT, ACT, AP, IELTS, TOEFL, and other International competitive exams. It is a college admission 
services company offering test preparation services, tutoring and admissions resources, online courses, and books published by    
Penguin Random House. The company has more than 4,000 teachers and tutors in the United States and Canada and international 
franchises and o�ces in 21 countries.

Princeton Review



Why not create a home away from home

A WORLD WHERE
DREAMS BLOOM

To provide solace to the working parents of the metropolis and to help them 
take care of their children in an e�cient manner by relying on capable hands, 
Ramagya School has started a Day Care facility for its students. The purpose of 
Ramagya’s First Step (Day care) is to provide, the parents associated with 
Ramagya group a healthy happy environment where children are provided 
with the opportunity to explore and develop their own unique individuality 
and smooth transition into kindergarden, this helps them to grow socially, 
emotionally, physically, intellectually and spiritually. 

The school plans on building such an environment which is responsive to a 
child's developmental stages and helps them to enhance their learning skills. 

The Day Care facility at Ramagya is an initiative to provide the age appropriate 
child care services to nurture and guide the children in their Affective,        
Cognitive and psychomotor domains.  Day Care facility is aimed to provide a 
safe and nurturing environment to the students with the assistance of some 
of the best-trained mentors in the world of education and child care.

An exposure to a wide range of evening activities under professional guidance 
is a unique feature to ensure holistic personalities. 

Children in day care definitely do not have time to spare, remembering their 
parents as they are so exuberantly gratified in their second family.



DON’T JUST HOPE,
CONQUER IT

Ramagya School is proud to be associated with Bharat Scouts and Guides India, Northern Zone. Our rationale of joining the organization is that 
through Scouts and Guide Programme we yearn to develop young, Ramagyans into individual with physical, intellectual, emotional, social and 
spiritual potential to be a responsible member of local, national and international communities & as such are guided by the 3 main principles 
of duty to God, duty to others and duty to self.

Scouts and Guides Programme

Adherence to spiritual principle, loyalty to the religion that expresses the acceptance of the duties resulting there from.

Duty to God

Loyalty to one's country in harmony of local and international peace, understanding, co-operation, participation in the development of society 
with recognition and respect for dignity of one's fellowmen and for the integrity of the natural world.

Duty to Others

Responsibility for the development of one's self.

Duty to Self



THE NATIONAL
CADET CORPS
Ramagya School, Noida proudly acknowledges its associations 
with NCC- the National Cadet Corps. The School is registered for 
the Girls NCC Programme under the flagship of 31st Battalion, 
Greater Noida, Zonal O�ce. The purpose of our association with 
NCC is that it helps students in developing character,
comradeship, discipline, secular outlook , spirit of adventure, are 
organized, trained, motivated and above all infuses the ideals of 
selfless service towards nation.



Assuming Social Responsibility.

THEIR DREAMS ARE
OUR DREAMS TOO.

Gifting a life & hope. 
Ramagya School is contributing in the social development programme 
through its social commitment of educating children whose parents 
cannot afford to send their children to a reputed school, Unnati Shika 
Kendra is one of such endeavour of Ramagya Group of Institutes. We 
through our initiative want to inculcate such compassion in our students 
which are in sync with Core beliefs of Ramagya and these tenets are to be 
imbided by every Ramagyan. 

The school has established an NGO Purusharth Charitable Society with an
aim to provide the hapless children with the means of education,         
supplementary nutrition as well as medical assistance. 

Purusharth Charitable Society runs an after-school program for helping 
the underprivileged children to get the opportunities for growth and 
learning with humility and modesty. 

The school's NGO engages heavily with the local communities to form 
Children Groups (CGs) and work with them towards the massive             
enrolment drives in which out-of-school and vulnerable children are 
mapped and enrolled in the schools in age-appropriate classes. 

The society conducts a unique education Programme for school drop 
outs and offers vocational and computer training in various locations of 
Delhi and NCR. 

The society launches an immediate relief Programme during crisis
and natural calamities where special team of workers builds
resilience and ensures rehabilitation to the survivors.

The school meets the praxis of 'Clean India Mission',
'Save Girl Child', ‘Women Empowerment’, ‘Waste Management'
and 'Go Green' projects launched by the Government of India.



OUR IMPACT
Ramagya Foundation has been recognised for its work with many prestigious awards like

NGO of the year and Best CSR practices award

40,000+
EDUCATION

10,000+
SKILL

DEVELOPMENT

20,000+
HEALTH

35,000+
SPORTS

1,50,000+
ANIMAL WELFARE



T.M.
TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
A Quiet Time Program

TM session is a practical, evidence-based approach to reduce stress. Ramagya School has           
introduced TM practice with the curricular and this helps dramatically improve academic        
performance, student wellness and the school environment.

This session at Ramagya provides students with two 20-minute periods of Transcedental         
Meditation each day to help balance their lives and improve their readiness to learn. This 
school-wide program complements existing educational strategies by improving the              
physiological underpinnings of learning and behavior.



Ramagaya School has initiated a holistic health, Wellness and 
Fitness programme, BAAL SAATHEE. It aims at blending a 
balance between mind, body and soul. The key objective of 
this programme is crystallizing the children for a major      
transition in their health outlook where health is a way of 
living and inducing the value of overall fitness for a high 
achieving and thriving existence. It is a Student-Benefit 
Programme that focuses on physical, psychological/ 
behavioural and dietary habits via qualified professionals 
(Counseling psychologist, General physicians & Nutritionists).

It builds an Individual Development Plan that is highly 
customized and based on the needs of every child.                 
Individuality, confidentiality and customization be the corner 
stone of our services, we strive to give every child, individual 
attention, one hour a week.



Health and Medication

LEADING THE WAY TO
WORLD-CLASS EXCELLENCE

The school houses a state-of-the-art, fully air conditioned and well equipped infirmary, headed 
by well-qualified medical practitioners and physicians.

The school is internationally certified by the American Safety and Health Institute (ASHI), which 
helps students and the teachers to develop basic first aid knowledge and the confidence to 
respond during emergencies.

Various health camps as well as blood donation camps are organized in the school from time
to time.

The students also undergo full body check-ups to ensure a healthy and safe environment in 
the school. 
The school has medical collaborations with Multispecialty hospitals to ensure a wide range of
medical services and timely action for any untoward incident during the school hours.

In order to promote a healthy lifestyle among the students, the school’s canteen and cafeteria 
serves healthy snacks and delicacies in a hygienic environment along with the availability of 
safe drinking water through reverse osmosis.

Fogging @30 days is Ramagya’s monthly Sanitization Programme undertaken for                   
vaccumization to curb bacterial growth and ensure healthiness of the students. Also such 
programmes are our conscious efforts to sensitize our students about various health hazards.

Ramagya has associated itself with the world acclaimed VIVO Healthcare 
Staff Institute and Ramagyans can make a career in the field of healthcare. 
Health Care staff undertakes Emergency Medical Services (EMS) & Allied 
Health courses and training programs ranging from basic first aid to 
advanced life support programmes.

The basic knowledge of first aid is important in many critical cases as at 
times it seems that timely first aid medical help could have saved a 
person's life. We at Ramagya understand the importance of those precious 
moment and our global partners ASHI Training Centres and Instructors 
provide such first aid training programs, CPR and AED. Thus through this 
Programme, we enable our students to develop basic first aid knowledge, 
skill and provide the much needed confidence in Ramagyans to respond 
to various exigencies.



Our pre-primary programme is designed to stimulate         
imagination, creativity and self discovery in our youngest     
learners (aged 2-5 years). CORE; 'Curriculum of Ramagyan's           
Eminence' reflect our international context. CORE draws out 
the best of the kindergarden curriculum, globally.

Warm nurturing environment support our inquiry and 
play-based approach, ensuring every child develops the 
knowledge and skills needed for the future academic success. 
Through CORE, our simulative & creative curriculum support, 
the  personal potential teaching instructions cater to each 
student’s needs, abilities and learning styles, resulting in a 
community of happy, confident and engaged learners.



CORE
SPECIAL FEATURES

I am because you are: People are through people.' The global thread of CORE is based on this philosophy, through which we aim at bringing 
greater awareness amongst our learners towards the importance of community: Ones own culture, and other cultures; their differences and the 
similarities. Global Thread of CORE, aims at teaching kids that success is intrinsically linked with our fellow human beings.
Learning beyond the class desk.
Ramagya offers a platform to the kids where they learn by doing. Experiential Learning enables learning beyond the classrooms and                    
independent strategies are age relevant and helps the learners to associate learning to real life experiences through the sea of opportunities 
offered to them beyond their classroom desks.

Global Thread for global perspective

CORE has specific elements specially developed to have a community of informed and active parents. Surveys across the world show that 
informed parents lead to a beneficial effect on academic achievement and long term outcomes of students’ results. The dedicated and              
customized   parents segment of CORE has details and references for the parents for understanding the classroom teaching so that the learning 
can be taken up beyond the classrooms.

Parents Segment

CORE offers a paved path of success through its worksheets that are designed with a purpose that goes beyond being a tool for written                 
assessment. Each worksheet has a preset learning objective provided with a set of supplement worksheets which prove to be a boon for the 
learners. It helps the students to- refine, revise, practice and retry.

Path to Excellence

Our KG learns in a dedicated kindergarden wing, where classrooms are designed with great care and spill out into learning pods. These learning 
pods are large, open, shared spaces, where teachers set up hands on learning centers and other leaning spaces that foster skill development. This 
includes a junior library, STEAM, KG Aquatic Complex and an outdoor discovery centre.

Discovering and Exploration



SECURITY TRANSPORT
Ramagya believes that the safety, security and well- being of the 
students are of paramount importance. 

The school makes sure that the children and their families can be 
rest assured with the fact that students are safe and secure within 
the campus.

Vehicle Tracking System MS (VTS) is installed in every bus and lady 
security guard is deputed for the security and convenience of all 
the students and the parents.

Safe dispersal of the students is ensured through the duly attested 
walker's pass through which only parents or the authorized
guardians can collect the student from the school or the bus stop. 

An extensive surveillance is maintained through high definition 
and unlimited cloud storage CCTV's installed at various locations 
within and outside the school premises which are monitored by 
trained security personnel. 

Parents are informed about the absence of their children through 
parent portal. 

Constant surveillance at the main gate is implemented through an 
advanced gate lock and stringent measures at various places to 
ensure safety of the student fraternity at all times.

The transport facilities provided by Ramagya School include 
hygienic, well-maintained buses which are technically equipped 
with a Vehicle Tracking System NTS) informing about the bus 
routes and simultaneously tracking the vehicles all the time.

With such a mechanism in place, students and their families get 
the assurance of absolute safety and security of the students. 
Parents can also track the bus with the aid of mobile application. 
Besides this, the buses also have Security personnel. Lady guards as 
well as Caretakers pick children from their respective bus stops and 
drop them back in a safe manner. The buses also have first aid 
boxes which are kept to handle any emergency in the right 
manner. A well-established SMS system keeps the parents 
informed two stops prior about the pick and drop of the school 
transport user  and thus reduces the waiting time at their                
respective stops. 



Ramagya is fully automated school having the 
following facilities:

Total Operational Automation 
More time to focus on Strategic Tasks
Multiple Task Management 
Virtual Presence 
Effective communication between Teachers, Parents
and Students
Complete automation of all operations. 
Centrally stored information with zero redundancy
Auto-generation of timetables 
Computerized management of marks and grades
Innovative Homework assignment to students
E�cient and effective interaction with parents
Access to a forum common to students and parents Parent's access 
to child's attendance and performance
Better organization of school activities

Student Portal 
Parent Portal 
Fee Portal 
Form Download 
Provision Vehicle Tracking System
Daily Attendance Report 
Library Book Issue 
Student friendly Automation system (to make
payments for canteen bills, uniform shop bills,
stationery shop bills etc.)

Strategic Advantages

Parents can plan the daily budget through ID cum Paytm cards. 
Friendly Automation system for canteen etc. 
Frequent interaction with teachers
Active involvement in school activities
Reliable update on child's attendance, progress report and fee payment
Tracking of homework assigned by the teacher
Prior information about test schedule, school events and holidays
Regular and prompt availability of school updates through articles, discussion forums, 
image gallery and messaging system.

Advantages to Parents

Enhanced interaction with teachers, parents and peers
Online submission of homework 
Access to attendance, timetable, marks, grades and examination schedule
Liberty to publish articles and views and participate in discussion forums 
Freedom to browse through library books catalogue and identify the book(s) to be issued
Prior information about test schedule, school events and holidays

Advantage to students

Automation



OUR ESTEEMED ALLIANCES

Ramagya School Noida is a CBSE a�liated Senior Secondary School. CBSE is one of the most sought after board in the country as it is the 
central board. All the competitive exams are based on the pattern of CBSE board. Ramagya School has opted for this board to give an                
opportunity to its students to grasp the basic concepts necessary for success in competitive examinations.

CBSE

Work Ex is an activity based one hour period where we are able to ascertain the areas of interest & inherent talent of the students. The Work Ex 
club is for all the students from grade IV to X The student chooses one activity from many activities which have been selected with a lot of        
deliberation and age appropriateness. Once the talent is identified, we use these work ex periods to polish and hone the skills of the budding 
Ramagyan in that field. These activities range from Sports to Creative to Performing Arts. A few paid clubs - Astronomy, Robotics & Photography 
are included in the list for the students who have technical knack for doing things.

Clubs-Work Ex, Astronomy, Robotics & Photography

Ramagya School realizes the fact that every child is endowed with different capabilities. A few students may have innate talent and with proper 
guidance of perfecting skills and a proper platform can make them a name to reckon with in various fields- singing, dancing and theatrics.

Performing Arts

Ramagya School’s constant endeavour is to provide the latest digital technology. Through Veative Labs we make learning impactful and             
everlasting. As a part of our latest offering, we have ensured for our student’s virtual reality labs for the teaching of STEM with 450 modules along 
with  breathtaking content in Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Mathematics. Veative’s VR Tools enable teachers to manage content, plan lessons 
and track student’s progress. Moreover, the customised syllabus helps us in planning the modules as per our syllabic requirement and thus 
makes learning effective.

Veative Lab

STRIKE Self-defense Program is based on Krav Maga martial art form that was developed by the Israeli Army and is considered to be the most 
effective and practical form of self-defense in the present-day scenario. STRIKE Program trains on ways to avoid and neutralize threats, using 
every tool at student’s disposal, be it vocal, mental shrewdness, or physical ability.

STRIKE Self-defense Program



Ramagya School proudly associates itself with The Society for the Promotion of Indian Classical Music and Culture Amongst Youth                    
(SPIC MACAY). Ramagya School got associated with it as it is a voluntary youth movement which promotes intangible aspects of Indian             
cultural heritage by promoting Indian classical music, classical dance, folk music, yoga, meditation, crafts and other aspects of Indian culture. It 
helps a student not only to know about India’s rich culture and heritage but inculcates the habit of appreciating our customs, traditions and 
culture.

Spic Macay - SPICMACAY

Injuries and wounds are a part and parcel of playing any kind of Sports. Ramagya understands this and thus has entered into collaborations 
with illustrious organizations to guide and counsel the sportsmen regarding the injuries and wounds sustained during game and remedial   
exercises thereafter. Ramagya has associated itself with two such establishments- ECOLE Fitness and Pinnacle Fitness. ECOLE Fitness offers 
training and guidance related to gym and Yoga for keeping fit and while playing and rehabilitation after sustaining some kind of injury.
Pinnacle Fitness provides training and supervision related to physiotherapy i.e. the treatment of disease, injury, or deformity by physical methods 
such as massage, heat treatment and exercise rather than by drugs or surgery. Pinnacle fitness solutions is run by Dr. Gaurav Sharma who 
primarily works on an innovative concept of Fitness Enhancement & Sports Specific Fitness in multiple locations across North India. Dr. Sharma 
is a Senior Consultant in Sports Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation having 10 plus years of experience in clinical practice of Ortho and                
physiotherapy and research in medical industry. He has also served as the Chief Physiotherapist of the Indian National Sailing Team at Olympics 
2012. 

Fitness Programmes

Ramagya envisions education beyond the realms of academic excellence with a focus on preparing students to become enlightened,               
productive and responsible global citizens with sound ethical values, wisdom and leadership skills in an inspiring and nurturing environment. 
The mission of Ramagya School is to craft a global educational community of conscientious individuals as global citizens with roots grounded 
in our culture and heritage along with wings to fly high  and shine with experience and innovation. With a wide expose and as an educating 
institute Ramagya has embarked on a challenging initiative  that has culminated in collaboration with 'Spectra Genie'. Ramagya is now in 
league of MUN with the initiation of RSGMUN.

RSGMUN (Ramagya Spectra Genie Model United Nations Conference)



Ramagya School has National as well as International Collaborations with the globally acclaimed Universities, Medical Service providers and 
Sports Academies. These collaborations play a very crucial role in promoting the international nature of the Ramagya School through the 
exchange of students and faculties, conduct of various seminars, research sessions, international guest workshop & assessments and many more. 
Our students benefit immensely through these collaborative partnerships which aim at combining the innate strong points of the two                
institutions. With these collaborations and tie-ups our endeavour is to provide a globally rich and professionally strong environment for our 
students so that they get an international perspective while focusing on their curriculum unanimously.

DREAM TEAM MAKES DREAM WORK.
Our Alliances



Ph : +91 8010-770-770 | info@ramagyaschool.com | admissions.noidaext@ramagyaschool.com | www.ramagyaschool.com 

Ramagya World School - Greater Noida

Address: NS-26, Delta-2, Greater Noida
Contact No: +91 7065078637

Email ID : admissions.greaternoida@ramagyaschool.com

Ramagya School - Noida Extension

Address: Plot No. A-229 Knowledge Park 5
Noida Extension Greater Noida

Contact No: +91 8010770770
Email ID : admissions.noidaext@ramagyaschool.com

Ramagya School - Dadri

Address: Ramagya School, Bishara Road Dadri
Contact No: +91 7065078636

Email ID : admissions.dadri@ramagyaschool.com

Ramagya School - Noida

Address: E-7, Sector 50,Noida
Contact No: +91 8010333555 / 9540922689
Email ID : admission@ramagyaschool.com


